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 Once we get to July and summer really settles in I look forward to 
seasonal vegetables like silver queen corn and the most popular fruit on the 
planet, home-grown tomatoes. How about you? What brings out your lighter 
side? Whether it’s your much-deserved vacation or a patriotic 4th of July 
celebration in your own home town, get ready to celebrate life and renew your 
spirit. Cherish all people and things dear to your heart and you’ll emulate some 
of the qualities of this month’s birthday honoree, Cancer.    
 

IMPORTANT DATE 
  

JULY 4: Independence Day                                                     
  

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Congratulations to BQ on winning May’s drawing of the 2012 
Llewellyn Herbal Almanac. The drawing was open to all clients who book a 
consultation of one hour or more. June’s award will be a copy of the 2012 Moon Sign 
Book and July’s drawing is the 2012 Herbal Almanac. Discounts of $10 apply to any 
Cancers or Leos born in July; report orderers receive a $10 discount as well. 
 
 More than 100 readers responded or sent questions after I sent the information 
about the Venus transit and the June 4 eclipse earlier this month. More than half are 
members of mutable signs Gemini, Sagittarius, Virgo and Pisces; several individuals 
have Ascendants or other planets in those signs so will feel the personal touch more 
intensely. I will address the concerns later in this newsletter.  
 
 Cyber threats continue to come in almost daily; this time LinkedIn was hacked; 
the company notified all members to change their passwords. E-Harmony is also an 
organization whose members IDs were hacked. Another problematic scenario is the 
one I mentioned last month that looks like it comes from someone you know who 
warns you that others are saying bad things about you, sharing bad photos of you, 
teasing you to look at the attached ridiculous picture of the sender – all scenarios have 
links that will hack your computer in some way. Watch out for fake bank or credit card 
notices. One of my colleagues had his computer hacked and he is still out of business 
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almost two weeks later because of a virus. Please don’t send mail to recipients on 
your list that show all of their contact addresses – you could be putting someone at 
risk. Many Internet service providers are automatically sending mail with long 
attachments to SPAM – you will only discover this when you go to clean out your SPAM 
folder. This happened to me several times in the past month. Many of these have 
political connotations. Other thieves are putting stickers or flyers on your car’s back 
window so that when you get in you see something in the rearview mirror that was not 
there before tempting you to get out to retrieve it. Don’t do it – keep on driving – the 
thieves are watching and ready to rob you or steal your car.  
 
CANCER and THE YEAR AHEAD 
  
 Happy Birthday, Cancer! Your Sun Sign rules the 4th House of “home sweet 
home”, family, foundations, base of operations, household matters including 
decorating, design, renovation and real estate; mother and sometimes father, your 
sixth sense, gardening, and your responsiveness to others’ plights. This section of the 
chart represents parts of your life or personality that describe how you interact with 
family members and solve related problems; your meal prep habits and your cooking 
skills and equipment found in the kitchen. Born under the sign of the Crab, you are 
both a water sign and the second Cardinal sign and came here to learn about your 
feelings. Your ruling planet is the Moon and its place in your chart shows how you 
display your emotions. You invest considerable energy to achieve your goals. This year 
the Sun enters your sign on June 20 at 7:09 PM EDT and leaves on July 22 at 6:01 AM 
EDT.  Jupiter in Gemini entered your solar 12th House of behind the scenes planning, 
secrets, solitary work or writing projects, visiting the sick or healing on June 11. You 
benefit most from self-renewal, meditation, journaling and learning more about your 
inner self. A supporter works behind the scenes to advance your career. Saturn in 
Libra plays a leading role through October 4 in your 4th House of domestic matters, 
home projects, family, and foundations; for some of you things at home base could 
be getting you down; or your health or vitality is low; more sleep could help; some 
could relocate while others move into or out of your home. If born July 13-22 the 
Saturn contact is strongest, especially if you are born July 13-15; August-
September period is strongest for all remaining dates in Cancer’s domain. Saturn 
moves to Scorpio on October 5 and works harmoniously with those of you born June 
20-July 1 when it advances to your 5th House of children, sports, social life, fun, 
games, creative forces, risk-taking, dating, and entrepreneurial endeavors. 
Responsibilities shift under Saturn’s influence; a burden is lifted for some of you born 
on those dates. Uranus in Aries all year travels through your Solar 10th House of 
career and life status. Those of you born June 21-29 could be subject to a sudden 
change in the job environment – could be a promotion or a loss or new management or 
a buyout. Depends on what is going on in the rest of your chart. Jupiter helps you find 
employment but do your homework and apply your sound mind to weed out offers that 
seem vague. Look on the bright side of any encounters – Uranus brings change where 
you could use some to break up stagnant conditions and it will be here through 2019. 
Opt for an exciting future. Neptune in residence in its home sign, Pisces is in your 
solar 9th House of higher education, foreigners, publishing, in-laws, long-distance 
travel, and spirituality where it will remain until 2025. Love to travel? You could visit 
relatives or friends in distant places if born June 20-21; others opt for a course of 
study, learn a language, write a book, work on publicizing a venture or find more 
spiritual enlightenment. Idealism rocks as long as you clean your rose-colored glasses 
every now and then; some people won’t “get” you but don’t take it personally. NOTE 
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that I have included the date June 20 for Cancer in this newsletter although Cancer 
usually begins on the 21st; since it is Leap Year, sign beginning dates often shift. Pluto 
in Capricorn connects with Cancers born June 27-30 in your solar 7th House of 
business, personal and romantic partners. This is the one and only time you get to 
experience this testy transit since Pluto moves so slowly and opposes your Sun. You 
and someone close to you will experience major changes; for some a relationship 
could intensify while others dissolve. Pluto is the great transformer so what it touches 
it alters at deep levels. In the 7th House Pluto challenges you to examine your 
relationships including the one you have with yourself. Use this time to change your 
habits, your appearance and your attitude. Avoid people who threaten your livelihood 
or those who want to manipulate information – you already know who they are. 
Network with new people who will help you pave the way for an interesting career 
opportunity.  
 
 This year’s eclipses affect you as follows: The first eclipse in your birthday 
year is the May 20 New Moon Solar eclipse which fell in your solar 12th House of 
self-reflection, planning, revision in life and career, healing, meditation, and work you 
do for charity or in helping others heal their minds. Your workload or income stream is 
subject to change to meet new demands. Be sure to assess your health, lifestyle and 
areas that generate excessive stress. The next eclipse of 2012 is a lunar eclipse on 
June 4 that affects you and occurs in your solar 6th House of people at work, 
contacts, health, daily environment and routine, eating and work habits, and pets. 
Health matters need attention to correct imbalances, facilitate an exercise program or 
make a nutrition change; communication is critical to the outcome of issues so you will 
have to set boundaries at home and on the job. People confide in you and you learn a 
lot about professional contacts or relatives. This eclipse could propel you into the 
limelight with new work and career opportunities during the latter half of 2012 and 
early 2013. Circulate your resume. Jupiter landed in this house as well on June 11 so 
the time is right to heal the wounds in your life. The emphasis is on your creative and 
entrepreneurial endeavors, social life, children, and recreation with the new moon 
solar eclipse in Scorpio on November 13, the first in the new sign cycle which occurs 
in your 5th House. Take on some innovative business changes, write blogs, network to 
highlight expertise in key areas, and save some time for vacation, the arts and just 
plain fun. Some of you could meet a romantic partner on one of your outings. Right 
before this eclipse Saturn will enter Scorpio in this solar house so your responsibilities 
are due to shift along with a boost of self-confidence that you have what it takes to be 
in charge of your destiny. The last lunar eclipse of 2012 (and the last one in the 
Gemini/Sagittarius cycle) falls in Gemini on November 28 in your solar 12th House. 
This eclipse could mean that you regroup by getting some rest because you aren’t 
going to have much down time with an extra workload on the horizon. Remember that 
the more you take on the more the other parties will let you do the work, so set some 
boundaries. Some of you will take time to do some creative writing or journaling; 
others study metaphysics. Enjoy the holiday spirit by sharing it with family and friends 
and give yourself a chance to chill. With a nod to Feng Shui, give some of the rooms in 
your home a beautiful makeover and create harmonious vibes. This section may apply 
also in part to individuals with Cancer on the Ascendant or multiple Cancer planets.                          
 
 Famous Cancers include: Prince William, Cyndi Lauper, Juliette Lewis, Carson 
Daly, Bruce Campbell, Kris Kristofferson, Meryl Streep, Randy Jackson, Joss Whedon, 
Anna Paquin, Carly Simon, George Michael, Chris Isaak, Chris O’Donnell, Tobey 
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Maguire, John Cusack, Kathy Bates, John Bradshaw, Richard Lewis, Vincent D’Onofrio, 
Dan Aykroyd, Liv Tyler, Pamela Anderson, Princess Diana, Lindsay Lohan, Tom Cruise, 
Elizabeth Hendrickson, Hunter Tylo, Tom Stoppard, Gina Lollobrigida, Geraldo Rivera, 
Neil Simon, Huey Lewis, Edie Falco, Dalai Lama, former President George W. Bush, 
Sylvester Stallone, 50 Cent, Michelle Kwan, Ringo Starr, Anjelica Huston, Billy Crudup, 
Kevin Bacon, Chris Cooper, Fred Savage, Jimmy Smits, Tom Hanks, Jessica Simpson, 
Giorgio Armani, “Lil Kim”, Bill Cosby, Harrison Ford, Matthew Fox, Forest Whitaker, 
Linda Ronstadt, Phoebe Cates, Chelsie Hightower, Blake Lewis, CC Sabathia, David 
Hasselhoff, Elizabeth McGovern, James Brolin, Nelson Mandela, Carlos Santana, Ali 
Landry, Jon Lovitz, Rory Culkin, Vanessa Lengies, Brandi Chastain, Sandra Oh, Kay 
Starr, Edward Herrmann, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Damian Marley, Gary Trudeau, Alex 
Trebek, Josh Hartnett, David Spade, Willem DaFoe, and Robin Williams.  
  
JULY’S PLANETS 
 
 As I mentioned on page one, I am continuing the response to your questions 
about Venus and its connection to the June 4th eclipse at 14 degrees and 8 minutes 
of Sagittarius – an exact opposition. Venus Transits occur in pairs, 8 years apart. The 
current pair began on June 8, 2004, 4:40 AM EDT at 17 Gemini 53; the current Transit 
occurred on June 5, 9:10 PM EDT (6:10 PM PDT) at 15 Gemini 44. After 2012, the next 
Transits of Venus will be in December 2117 and December 2125. Venus is always Rx at 
its Transit, so Venus had already gone past the 15th degree on April 22 in direct motion 
and will hit that degree again for the third time, on July 18. Venus went retrograde on 
May 15 at 23 degrees of Gemini -- it will go direct at 7 degrees of Gemini on June 27. 
If you have aspects to the 15th degree in your chart, the energy will be more intense 
for you, and you may be looking for a creative way of coping with the extra stress. 
Many individuals have had issues with small pets since mid-April. Animal experts with 
astrological knowledge associate pets, small animals, and cats in particular with 
Venus, Virgo, and the 6th (Mercury rules it) house so you can expect issues with them 
in this period of intensity. Neptune is associated with unconditional love which our 
pets are famous for giving us. Pets can be of great comfort to us, and we to them as a 
Neptunian way of coping with the intensity.  
 
Venus also represents women and those dear to our hearts – mothers, sisters, female 
children, those we date, a good friend, a spouse or fiancée. So depending upon where 
in your chart this planetary combination occurs, you could be feeling the effects. And 
you will have to look at where in your chart natal Neptune occurs and see if the 
current transit of Neptune in Pisces can be of help to you as an antidote and what 
type. Those most affected by the eclipse and Venus are Sagittarius born December 5-
8, Gemini born June 4-7, Pisces born March 3-6, and Virgo born September 5-8. Others 
that may be affected are those who have planets at 13-16 degrees of these signs, 
and/or the Moon or Ascendant in these signs. If two of your house cusps are in those 
degrees or signs, those houses will be in high focus for a year. The antidote is Neptune 
a higher form of Venus. Reactions and coping mechanisms vary – I have seen many 
reactions ranging from drugs/meds to spirituality, philosophy of belief, suicide, 
propaganda, socialism, religion, poisons, oil, visions, film, dreams, fogging out or 
imagination. Be sure to sort it out so that you can best use the energies of Neptune to 
cope with the current confusion. The 6th House also rules health; affiliated ailments 
include conditions related to kidneys, pancreas, diabetes, urinary tract, sometimes 
the ears, and conditions affecting nutrition. If these ring true it could be time to 
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schedule an appointment. This would also be a good time to mend fences, especially 
when Venus goes direct since you will have a chance to evaluate relationships. 

 
Starting with a harsh aspect from Uranus in Aries to Pluto in Capricorn on June 24th 
the tone for the rest of the month is very much focused on politics, global impact 
and economic alliances which will be strongly tested. Juno, Venus, Pallas and the 
Sun are all making aspects to these planets, so volatility is a foregone conclusion. 
Jupiter wrangles with Neptune on June 25 creating a mixed bag of events or 
trends for 3 days. While it is great for large gatherings and celebrations, Jupiter in 
Gemini is going to stir up an interest in education and create cynicism about long held 
convictions, especially where strong religious convictions are involved. Watch for 
major moves in the oil and gas industry and in drug manufacturing. Boats or waterways 
could be in the news. You could also hear of a big scandal or some deliberately 
misleading statements may come to light; when the air clears the truth emerges. 
Emotions roar in certain arenas and some will feel like crying. Mars is still in Virgo 
through July 3; those of you with aspects have been feeling the heat for a long 
time; Mars has been in Virgo since last October – think President Obama who was 
born with Mars in Virgo. Mars occupies his 8th House of debt and the theme certainly 
fits the debt crisis and calls for critical thinking as well as a productive and efficient 
cycle. Mars moves to Libra on July 3 for the next month and a half. Saturn in Libra 
moves in direct motion on June 25 most influencing those of you born October 14-
16 reminding you to stay flexible and look for creative opportunities while you sort out 
life’s disruptions. Many have issues to sort out for later decisions. Uranus in Aries 
visits the Sun of those born March 26-29 and goes retrograde for 5 months on July 13. 
The conjunction to your birthday sun stimulates activity in your life plans, so be aware 
of how the retrograde shift leads to a revision of plans. Retrograde Neptune in Pisces 
conjoins the Suns of Pisces born February 18-20 through mid- August. Aspects on 
the 4th of July are great for a party and for relief from the intensity of the July 3 
Capricorn Full Moon via comedy, movies and music. Pluto in retrograde motion moves 
slowly in Capricorn on the Sun of members born December 29-31 – you more than 
most will feel life transitions at this time. Mercury in Leo enters a new retrograde 
cycle on July 14 at 10:16 PM EDT and goes direct on August 8.You know the drill – no 
signing of important documents or starting a new job especially on those station dates. 
News that seems to make minor waves could escalate during this period. July 13-18 is 
a time to avoid high risk. Right after the July 19 New Moon stormy weather makes 
news; so do those involving work place and personal relationship dynamics.  
 

LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES 
 

 JULY 3: Full Moon in Capricorn, 2:53 PM EDT, 12° j 14” 

 JULY 19: New Moon in Cancer, 12:24 AM EDT, 26° d 55”   

 JULY 22: Sun Enters Leo, 6:01 AM EDT 
       
PEOPLE, PLACES, EVENTS, AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS 
 

 The June newsletter generated several comments and questions on current 
events, personalities in the news, and positions of the planets. You’ll find some of 
these areas addressed in the sections that follow. 
  
Mark Zuckerberg – That Was the Week That Was: Among the top 30 wealthiest 
individuals on the planet Facebook’s founder landed another coup on May 18 when he 
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took the company public. With share offerings fluctuating during a market downturn 
and finally settling for $38 a share, Facebook was reportedly worth over $104 billion. 
Then stock value tumbled and left many investors reeling. Yet the big coup by week’s 
end was Zuckerberg’s Palo Alto marriage to his longtime fiancée Priscilla Chan on 
Saturday where guests thought they were celebrating her graduation from medical 
school. While his chart was greatly ignited during the week of his 28th birthday, the big 
player was Jupiter which landed on his Taurus Sun. This conjunction plays a role in 
life-changing ventures and in a man’s chart often represents a wedding.           

Alec Baldwin: Recall that I wrote about Aries Alec (born April 3) last year related to 
his political ambition and changing life cycle. I said “My eye is on the position of 
Uranus in Aries that will trigger many changes in his chart through 2013 particularly as 
it relates to his fire planets that will be in high focus during this time. Alec will find 
himself in an entirely new stage of life or a new career during that time. Stay tuned!” 
Well, what happened so far certainly qualifies. First he had a huge run-in with 
American Airlines earlier this year and has been banned from the airline, he’s 
appearing in the new blockbuster movie, Rock of Ages, and he is set to get married in 
New York City according to E! News which learned the 30 Rock star and his yoga 
instructor fiancée, Hilaria Thomas, have chosen June 30 as the date for their highly 
anticipated nuptials. The event will be a Catholic ceremony taking place at the 
Basilica of St. Patrick's Old Cathedral in Little Italy. The landmark house of worship, 
built in 1810, just so happens to be the place where Francis Ford Coppola filmed the 
famous baptism scene in his 1971 Oscar-winning mob epic. The locale was also in two 
Martin Scorsese pictures, Mean Streets and Gangs of New York. Did I mention that 
Uranus is also associated with volatility and outbursts? As I write this section news 
broke that Alec has just had another run-in with the paparazzi on his way to apply for 
his marriage license. 

The Presidential Election of 2012: The questions are coming in asking who will win 
the next election on November 6. Some readers read the USA Today article noting that 
a panel of astrologers at the United Astrology Conference in late May unanimously 
predicted that President Obama will win re-election in November. I reported on their 
findings around this time 4 years ago several months prior to the 2008 election. I am 
not going to give my prediction here but I am going to discuss some chart aspects that 
could affect the outcome for both President Obama (Leo) and Mitt Romney (Pisces). 
Further discussion will appear in the next newsletter. Natal charts alone do not hold 
clues about who will win. The planets have to be progressed with aspects applied to 
not only the current lineup of planets but also to the U.S. chart. If certain planets in 
the U.S. chart are getting attention, the relationship to those planets in the 
candidates’ charts are going to be very important to the outcome. Saturn represents 
the government and whatever is happening in the U.S. chart related to Saturn is worth 
examining. The Midheaven (MC) also known as the 10th House cusp is very important to 
a person’s evolving career. The U.S. Moon in Aquarius is a strong factor. A winning 
candidate is going to have favorable aspects to the MC and if planets in the 10th House 
exist any progressions to them change the momentum. I would also look at the rising 
signs of the candidates and any eclipses that hit the chart corners – 1st, 4th, 7th, and 
10th houses. You may recall that I seldom use the Election Day chart for Washington, 
D.C. to determine the outcome of the election – I do calculate one and examine it 
though. On Election Day 2012 the chart may be no help at all because Mercury, the 
planet of delays and miscommunication is going to go retrograde at 6:04 PM EST. 

http://www.eonline.com/celebs/Francis_Ford_Coppola/111081
http://www.eonline.com/celebs/Martin_Scorsese/114644
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Recall what happened on Election Night 2000 when Mercury went retrograde and the 
outcome of the election was up in the air for weeks due to voting irregularities, 
hanging chads and a mandatory recount. The Supreme Court decided the election. I 
am not saying we will repeat the scenario but don’t discount more voting snafus 
deadlocks, issues with the electoral tally and malfunctioning voting machines. Even in 
the days leading up to the election conflict looms. NEXT MONTH: Candidates and the 
Inauguration Day Chart     
 

READERS’ CORNER 
 
 Thank you for the many questions and comments you sent during the past 
month. I have room for only one question in this issue and it is appropriate for what is 
happening today.  

 
 Q. My friend was born the same day as me on June 20 one year apart yet she 
says she is a Cancer and my chart says I am a Gemini. Which one is correct?  We were 
both born at night. 

 
A. You are both correct. Planets travel at different rates each year so the 

exact time that the Sun goes into the next sign varies. Traditionally the Sun moves 
from Gemini to Cancer on June 21; 2012 is an exception since the Sun goes to Cancer 
at 7:09 PM EDT on June 20. Often in a leap year signs after Pisces change earlier than 
the previous year. Remember that time zones make a difference as well. Your friend 
was born in the UK GMT and the Sun had moved to Cancer at the time of her June 20 
evening birth. Your EDT birth on June 20 took place at 11:55 PM and reflected 

29°c58” -- truly you were born on the cusp close to when the Sun moved to Cancer in 

the wee hours of June 21.   
 

CONFIDENTIAL to Dilemma of Delayed Marriage: You indicate that you have been 
offered a position in another state and the company has agreed to delay your transfer 
until summer 2013, a very generous and accommodating gesture. You thought you 
would be getting married next spring. Meanwhile your fiancée agreed to get engaged 
in December 2011 but wants to put off planning the wedding until she completes 
graduate school next year. An eclipse has hit your 9th house of ceremonies and long-
distance moves and her 5th house of romance so you may have to go back to the 
drawing board and renegotiate or the wedding may not take place at all. Sounds like 
time for a compromise – can others help with the wedding plans? How about you? 
Communication is key. How does she feel about the move? Time to talk. 
 

Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about earlier 
newsletters. I appreciate your feedback on the June issue and welcome your thoughts 
on this one. Follow me on Twitter@CosmicSolutions for a daily comment. 
                     
 QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Happiness is like jam – you can’t spread even a little 
without getting some on yourself.” …Unknown 
 
OFFICE HOURS 
 

 Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 10 am–7 pm. 
 Tuesday: 12-6 pm. 
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 Thursday: 1-7 pm. 
 Saturday: 11 am-4 pm. 
 All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours. 

 

Information about the sign of the month is general and may not address the 
actual activity in your chart. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in 
learning more about how the current cycles affect your chart, call me to schedule an 
appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching session. I work with business 
owners, entrepreneurs, executives and individuals providing guidance and strategic 
planning advice in a variety of fields. For a unique approach give the gift of a 
consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are 
available in the amount of your choice. Refer a friend who could use a new 
perspective and receive a $15 discount toward your next consultation. I look forward 
to hearing from you.  

 
The numerous written reports I offer include a color natal chart: Astro-Talk 

Complete Natal Interpretation Report, Child Star (intended for the younger set from 
infant through 16), Friends and Lovers to compare your data with a romantic partner, 
friend or business partner, Life Progressions which highlight important life stages for 
the current year or so, Solar Return report which describes the year from birthday to 
birthday, or Timeline Report ($30 for a year of data) that highlights how current 
planets affect your life. You can also give a gift certificate for a personal consultation.    
   

HHHaaappppppyyy   FFFooouuurrrttthhh   ooofff   JJJuuulllyyy   aaannnddd   eeennnjjjoooyyy   ttthhheee   sssuuummmmmmeeerrr,,,   

 
Alice 
 
Alice DeVille  
Consulting Services 
Office: (703) 825-7235 
Twitter@CosmicSolutions 
 
NOTE: I usually keep files for five years and continuously update both online and 
postal mailing lists. If you have moved in the past six months, please send your current 
address. To be removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address change, 
send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.  
 

                   

mailto:DeVilleAA@aol.com

